
Floor scales 'made by RHEWA' are robust steel constructions with precise load cells, designed for daily use in logistics and pro-
duction. The scales can be delivered with manufacturer's conformity assessment and used for legal-for-trade applications.  

Key factors for selecting a suitable floor scale include the required weighing surface, maximum load capacity, and the lifting and 
transport equipment intended for loading. Additionally, consideration should be given to the space available at the installation 
site and the layout of traffic routes. 

Portable floor scale in bumper guard frame  

for stationary and portable use  

Protective frame, designed for clearance  

If the floor scale is primarily loaded using a forklift or high-lift truck, a frame in which the scale is embedded provides optimal 
protection against overload and damage from side impacts.  

A floor scale in an elevated protective frame can be accessed from all sides by lifting equipment with forks. Loading via forklift is 
possible without restriction.  

Mobility and operational safety  

For transporting the scale with a forklift or lifting equipment, the protective frame can be equipped with entry pockets. When 
using the scale for legal-for-trade applications, the frame can be aligned at the installation site using 4 adjustable feet. A fixed or 
foldable tripod increases compact mobility without additional assembly effort.  

Options 

The power supply of the portable floor scale can be provided via a 230V mains cable or an integrated or separately attached 
rechargeable battery. For network integration, the WLAN interface is available. Loading states, setpoints, or limit values can be 
clearly displayed using the signal tower. With a wireless remote control, the scale can also be operated from a forklift, for examp-
le.  
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Floor scale in protective frame, 
elevated, accessible for clearance  

Floor scale with ramp access and 
lateral bumper guard  

Drive-through scale with integrated 
ramp  

U-shaped scale with entry protec-
tion frame  

Floor scale in protective frame, accessible for 
lifting equipment  

Floor scale in protective and trans-
port frame with entry pockets, tri-
pod, display unit with integrated 
battery, WLAN, signal tower  

Adjustable leveling feet  


